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With the increasing complexity of biological studies and 
sophistication of molecular diagnostic tests, new visualization 
methods are needed to display experimental results in an 
appropriate genomic context so that they can be properly 
understood.  
We have developed  a new type of genome browser, the 
GLOBE 3D Viewer (G3DV) that presents genomics 
experimental data alongside public annotation in an 
interactive 3D virtual space to give a more 'holistic' 
representation of the genome.  
Here, we demonstrate its utility for the selection of BACs in a 
repetitive element-rich region of the human genome that is 
suitable for use in medical diagnostic tests using classical 
FISH techniques.
Abstract
Results
In modern biological and medical investigations there is an 
increasing need to combine data from different sources in a 
genomics context to aid the interpretation of such investigations.
While other genome browsers exist such as the popular Ensembl 
and UCSC Genome Browsers (see: http://genome.ucsc.edu/ & 
http://www.ensembl.org), they focus on the presentation on 
historical data and the output of their associated annotation 
pipelines.  Other specific analysis tools often concentrate on the 
display of results of their specific analysis.
Here we describe a system that uses the metaphor of a '3D Virtual 
World' for genomics data and results of genomics experiments.  
On standard commodity computer systems it runs fast enough to 
display 250,000+ genomics 'features' from historical annotation or 
experimental results.
As it uses the classical "feature defined by base-pair: start & end" 
paradigm it is compatible with many existing annotation types.
Introduction
¬Uses the metaphor of '3D Virtual World' that is intuitive to 
navigate around.
¬"Mirroring" of chromosomes allows clear representation of 
even complex association between features.
¬Can present many different types of existing annotation:
genes, proteins, SNPs, BACs, deletion & medically 
interesting regions.
¬Results of 'ratio' experiments (transcriptomics,  or copy-
number changes from SNP or aCGH) can be presented 
alongside existing annotation in different forms: ratio plots, 
color thresholds.
¬Runs on standard PC Hardware (Microsoft Windows(tm) 
or GNU/Linux) sufficient to display 250,000+ genomics 
features.
Key Features
Figure 1: Comparison of the Affymetrix 500K GeneChip (tm) Mapping array (green triangles) and the Agilent 105K 
Human Oligo Array (brown triangles) with HapMap Data (Colored Bars, see Redon et al, Nature 2006, PMID: 
171228750)  in the context of repetitive sequence regions (red, green and blue lines).
Figure 2: Demonstration of the sequence similarities between Human Chromosomes 15 & 22 (yellow/green lines); 
other colors as Figure 1.  The selected region (purple box) is highlighted in a simulated 3D Chromosome structure 
(multiple colors; highlighted region shaded in cyan).
Figure 3: Location of BAC Clones / FISH Probes colored by validation status (green = confirmed, unique signal; red = aberrant signals observed; 
grey/blue= untested at this time); other colors as Figure 1.
Aberrant Probes often - typically those giving multiple FISH signals in negative tests - are often associated with regions of high similarity, i.e. Duplicons.
Probes can be selected and their identifiers exported for use.
Figure 4: The G3DV Graphical User Interface showing the range of 
options implemented.  The detached panels are ideal for "multi-
headed" PCs but are also convenient on single-headed displays as 
they can be opened / closed individually to reduce screen clutter.
Figure 5: Example of ratio data results measured using multiple 
arrays.
Markers can be colored by thresholds as demonstrated here.
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Abstract 
 
 
Genomes are tremendous co-evolutionary holistic systems for molecular storage, processing and fabrication of 
information. Their system-biological complexity remains, however, still largely mysterious, despite immense 
sequencing achievements and huge advances in the understanding of the general sequential, three-dimensional 
and regulatory organization. Here, we present the GLOBE 3D Genome Platform a completely novel grid based 
virtual “paper” tool and in fact the first system-biological genome browser integrating the holistic complexity of 
genomes in a single easy comprehensible platform: Based on a detailed study of biophysical and IT 
requirements, every architectural level from sequence to morphology of one or several genomes can be 
approached in a real and in a symbolic representation simultaneously and navigated by continuous scale-free 
zooming within a unique three-dimensional OpenGL and grid driven environment. In principle an unlimited 
number of multi-dimensional data sets can be visualized, customized in terms of arrangement, shape, colour, and 
texture etc. as well as accessed and annotated individually or in groups using internal or external data 
bases/facilities. Any information can be searched and correlated by importing or calculating simple relations in 
real-time using grid resources. A general correlation and application platform for more complex correlative 
analysis and a front-end for system-biological simulations both using again the huge capabilities of grid 
infrastructures is currently under development. Hence, the GLOBE 3D Genome Platform is an example of a grid 
based approach towards a virtual desktop for genomic work combining the three fundamental distributed 
resources: i) visual data representation, ii) data access and management, and iii) data analysis and creation. Thus, 
the GLOBE 3D Genome Platform is the novel system-biology oriented information system urgently needed to 
access, present, annotate, and to simulate the holistic genome complexity in a unique gateway towards a real 
understanding, educative presentation and curative manipulation planning of this tremendous evolutionary 
information grail – genomes. 
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